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Resumen� Este trabajo presenta una propuesta para el reconocimiento de amplia
cobertura de entidades con nombre en castellano� En primer lugar� se propone una
descripci�on ling�u��stica de la tipolog��a de las entidades con nombre� Seguidamente� se
describe una arquitectura de procesos secuenciales para abordar el reconocimiento
y clasi�caci�on de entidades fuertes y d�ebiles� Las primeras se tratan con t�ecnicas
de aprendizaje autom�atico �AdaBoost� y atributos simples sobre corpus no etique�
tados� complementados con fuentes de informaci�on externas �una lista de palabras
disparadoras y un gazetteer�� Las segundas se abordan mediante una gram�atica
incontextual para el reconocimiento de patrones sint�acticos� Se presenta una eva�
luaci�on en profundidad de la primera tarea sobre corpus reales para validar la ade�
cuaci�on del m�etodo� Tambi�en se expone una valoraci�on cualitativa de la gram�atica
incontextual� con buenos resultados sobre un peque�no corpus de prueba�
Palabras clave� Reconocimiento y clasi�caci�on de entidades con nombre� Apren�
dizaje Autom�atico para PLN� algoritmos de Boosting� Combinaci�on de m�etodos
estad��sticos y lingu��sticos

Abstract� This paper presents a proposal for widecoverage Named Entity Recog�
nition for Spanish� First� a linguistic description of the typology of Named Entities
is proposed� Following this de�nition an architecture of sequential processes is de�
scribed for addressing the recognition and classi�cation of strong and weak Named
Entities� The former are treated using Machine Learning techniques �AdaBoost� and
simple attributes requiring non tagged corpora complemented with external infor�
mation sources �a list of trigger words and a gazetteer�� The latter are approached
through a context free grammar for recognizing syntactic patterns� A deep evalua�
tion of the �rst task on real corpora to validate the appropriateness of the approach
is presented� A preliminar version of the context free grammar is qualitatively eval�
uated with also good results on a small handtagged corpus�
Keywords� Named entity recognition and classi�cation� Machine Learning for NLP�
Boosting algorithms� Combination of statistical and linguistic approaches
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� Introduction

There is a wide consensus about that Named
Entity recognition and classi�cation �NERC�
are Natural Language Processing �NLP� tasks
which may improve the performance of many
NLP applications� such as Information Ex�
traction� Machine Translation� Query An�
swering� Topic detection and tracking� etc�
Nevertheless� there is a lower agreement in
what respects to the de�nition of what a
Named Entity is�

From ���
 to ����� the Message Under�
standing Conferences �MUC�� devoted to In�
formation Extraction� included a Named En�
tity Recognition task� which de facto deter�
mined what we usually refer to with the term
Named Entity� and established standard mea�
sures for the accuracy of a system performing
this task�

In MUC� the NERC task is divided
into three subtasks� the Name Extraction
�ENAMEX�� the Time Extraction �TIMEX��
and the Number Extraction �NUMEX� tasks�
The �rst consists of recognizing and classify�
ing the names for persons� locations and or�
ganizations� The second refers to the extrac�
tion of temporal expressions �dates� times��
and the last one deals with monetary and
percentage quantities�

The TIMEX and NUMEX tasks are much
easier than ENAMEX� since temporal and nu�
merical expressions can be detected with high
accuracy using a limited amount of patterns�
Name Extraction deals with an open domain
and thus� presents larger di�culties to obtain
comparable accuracy degrees�

AlthoughMUC conferences established ac�
curate evaluation criteria for NERC tasks� in
all cases those criteria relied on the com�
parison of the system output with a hand�
annotated test corpus� This has several draw�
backs� First� humans annotating the refer�
ence corpus do not always agree �human an�
notators scored F� � ����� in MUC��� and
�
� in MUC�
�� Second� the domain of the
corpus and the criteria used to hand�annotate
it varies from one edition to another� result�
ing in tasks with di�erent levels of di�culty�
which makes impossible to compare results
obtained on di�erent test corpora �in MUC�

results were signi�cantly lower than in MUC�
�� though many participating systems were
the result of improving the ones competing
in MUC����

The techniques used in these systems

cover a wide spectrum of approaches and al�
gorithms traditionally used in NLP and AI�

Some systems rely on heavily data�driven
approaches� such as Nymble �Bikel et al��
���
� which uses Hidden Markov Models� or
Alembic �Aberdeen et al�� ������ based on
Error Driven Transformation Based Learn�
ers �Brill� ������ Others use only handcoded
knowledge� such as Facile �Black� Rinaldi�
and Mowatt� ����� which relies on hand writ�
ten uni�cation context rules with certainty
factors� or Fastus �Appelt et al�� ������
plum �Weischedel� ����� and NetOwl Ex�
tractor �Krupka and Hausman� ����� which
are based on cascaded �nite state transducers
or pattern matching� Finally� there are also
hybrid systems combining corpus evidence
and gazetteer information �Yu� Bai� and Wu�
����� Borthwick et al�� ������ or combin�
ing hand�written rules with Maximum En�
tropy models to solve correference �Mikheev�
Grover� and Moens� ������

In this paper we propose a hybrid ap�
proach to Named Entity Recognition and
Classi�cation for Spanish� We approach the
task excluding the equivalent to the NU�
MEX and TIMEX tasks in MUC �that is� we
do not consider time or numerical expres�
sions� which being frequent and easier to de�
tect and classify� have the e�ect of raising
the �nal accuracy �gures�� In addition� the
task we approach is somewhat more di�cult
than MUC ENAMEX since we consider not
only person� location� and organization
classes� but also a fourth category others

which includes named entities such as doc�
uments �Constituci�on� Ley de Arrendamien�
tos Urbanos�� measures and taxes �Producto
Interior Bruto� Nasdaq� Impuesto sobre la
Renta�� titles of art works �cinema� music�
literature� painting� etc�� �Siete a�nos en el
Tibet� Las Meninas�� and others�

The system uses Machine Learning �ML�
components for the recognition and classi��
cation of simple entities� and a handwritten
context free grammar to recognize complex
entities� The Machine Learning module
uses extremely simple contextual and ortho�
graphic information� while the context free
grammar relies on much richer information�
Some experimental evaluation is presented
con�rming the validity of the approach pro�
posed� We also test whether ML systems
signi�cantly improve their performance when
using external knowledge sources �such as
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gazetteers or lists of trigger words��
The overall organization of the paper is

the following� In section � the linguistic basis
of the NE typology is explained� as well as the
overall architecture of the process� Sections �
and � are devoted to describe the algorithms
and sources of information used to recognize
strong and weak NEs� respectively� Section �
describes the initial experimental evaluation
of the model in a general Spanish corpus from
a news agency� Finally� section � states the
main conclusions of the work and discusses
some extensions and directions for the future
work�

� A Particular Approach

��	 Linguistic Delimitation and

Proposed NE Typology

In NLP systems� Named Entity �NE� gener�
ically refers to expressions involving time�
money or numbers� as well as person� loca�
tion or organization names� which are key el�
ements to capture what or whom the text is
about� which may be important for speci�c
applications�

The linguistic characterization of the NE
is di�cult� and it seems clear that is a wider
set than that of Proper Nouns� There is
no agreement between di�erent systems and
applications for what respects to the treat�
ment of NE and to their conceptual and syn�
tagmatical delimitation� Strictly speaking�
one could consider a Named Entity any noun
phrase with a referential value�

In this paper we present some �lters in
order to establish di�erent categories of weak
named entities according to their strength�

Many systems rely on a shallow analysis
and consider only proper nouns as NE� which
results in a loss of information� For instance�
in the case of �el presidente de la C�amara
de Comercio�� a typical system could extract
�C�amara de Comercio� as an organization
name� when the actual entity involved in the
described event is in fact a person�

We have de�ned some restrictions to lin�
guistically delimit this kind of entities� We
distinguish two main types of Named Enti�
ties�

� Strong Named Entities� which consist
of a proper noun� For instance in the
sentence �El presidente del partido con�
servador Renovaci�on Nacional� Alberto
Cardemil� � � � �� we �nd two strong NEs�

�Renovaci�on Nacional� �organization��
and �Alberto Cardemil� �person��

� Weak Named Entities� which may con�
tain a trigger word �e�g�� �el presidente
Bush�� and� optionally� a strong NE and
a determiner �e�g�� �el Museo de Arte
Moderno���

��� Weak Named Entities and

Trigger Words

The concept of trigger words is a central issue
in this work� It comes from McDonald�s con�
cept of internal external evidence �McDon�
ald� ������ Internal evidence consists on ab�
breviations accompanying the proper noun
�Inc�� Ltd�� S�A�� Mr�� Sra�� etc��� External
evidence is provided by words that point out
the presence of a NE of a certain type� These
words are known as trigger words and provide
clues for the semantic classi�cation of proper
nouns �e�g�� �el juez Lia�no�� �el atleta Abel
Ant�on���

We extracted a list of trigger words from
corpora and encyclopedic sources and clas�
si�ed them according to a semantic classi�
�cation �Ar�evalo� �		�� Sim�on� �		��� The
list contains a total of ��
�� trigger words
�lemmas� and ���		 geographical origin ad�
jectives� These words have been considered
as the referential set for identifying� classify�
ing and analyzing weak NEs�

As we will see in the next section� trigger
words are the only required elements of the
weak NE� and thus� they play a central role in
their processing� since they enable us not only
to detect possible NEs� but also semantically
and morphologically classify them� providing
a rich information source for later correfer�
ence resolution�

Relying on semantic and morphological
criteria� two kinds of trigger words may be
described�

� Internal to NE� Trigger words integrated
into the strong NE� They are character�
ized by�

� Being capitalized

� Not admitting sinonymy

� Expressing static knowledge �Niren�
burg and Raskin� �����

Samples of this kind of trigger words are�
Geographical features ��Golfo P�ersico��

�
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�Monte Everest!�� institutions and or�
ganizations ��Museo de Bellas Artes��
�Ministerio de Defensa��� titles of doc�
uments ��Tratado de Esgrima�� and
others ��S��ndrome de Down�� �Teo�
rema de Pit�agoras���

� External to NE� Trigger words not inte�
grated into the strong NE� which express
dynamic� modi�able knowledge� and as�
sign a semantic type to the NE �e�g��
�el socialista Rodr�	guez Zapatero�� �la
ministra Celia Villalobos�� etc���

����	 Types of NEs

Weak NEs are an open conceptual class about
which there is no agreement on how di�eren�
tiate them from other discourse entities� In
other words� the problem is which kind of
noun phrases belong to NE class and which
do not�

In order to cope with the problem of rec�
ognizing and classifying weak NEs we have es�
tablished several degrees of named�entitiness
taking into account semantic and syntactic
�lters�

From a semantic point of view we have
distinguished three kinds of NEs�

� Core NEs� which have as nucleus a trig�
ger word belonging to the referential set�
We have assigned to each trigger word its
EuroWordNet synset�

� Related NEs� which have as nucleus a hy�
ponym hyperonym synonym of a trig�
ger word coming from the referential set�

� General NEs� any noun phrase�

Syntactically speaking� we distinguish two
types of NEs�

� Syntactically simple weak NEs� those
formed by a single noun phrase ��la
ciudad asturiana de Gij�on�� �el tr�	o
norteamericano Hanson�� and very sim�
ple cases of coordination ��los sindicatos
USO y FSIE��� The prototypical struc�
ture of this type of weak NEs is formed
by a determiner� a trigger word and� op�
tionally� a complement that normally in�
cludes a proper noun or a prepositional
phrase� The presence of the determiner
is compulsory except for the case of ap�
positive construction� in which the de�
terminer usually drops� See examples in
table ��

� Syntactically complex weak NEs� those
formed by complex noun phrases in�
cluding plurals combined with ellipsis�
anaphora� relative phrases� etc� ��Los
alcaldes socialistas de Badalona� Maite
Arqu�e� y de Sant Adri
a� Jes�us Mar�	a
Canga�� �los mediocampistas Paul Okon
�Fiorentina� Italia�� Stan Lazaridis
�Birmingham City� Inglaterra� y Danny
Tiatto �Manchester City� Inglaterra����

Up to now we have focused on core and
syntactically simple NEs� The MICE module
�Module for the Identi�cation and Classi�ca�
tion of Entities� recognizes and classi�es NEs
having one of the trigger words that we have
previously de�ned� In section ��� we present
the results of evaluating this grammar over a
subcorpus of ��	 examples�

The MICE module can be extended allow�
ing the treatment of related and general NEs
�semantic extension�� The treatment of syn�
tactically complex NEs should be treated in
a module or a parser that would take into ac�
count contextual information as well as com�
plex structures�

��
 System Architecture

In the proposed system� the Named Entity
recognition task is divided in two main parts�
corresponding to the processing of strong and
weak entities� The �rst is solved using ML
techniques based on context features� The
second is based on syntactic patterns de�
scribed in a context free grammar �CFG��

In what respects to strong NE processing�
two sub�tasks must be approached� Named
Entity Recognition �NER� �consisting of
detecting the boundaries for each entity�
and Named Entity Classi�cation �NEC� �
consisting of deciding whether the NE refers
to a person� a location� an organization� etc�

We follow the approach of performing each
task as soon as the necessary information
is available� In this direction� NER is per�
formed during morphological analysis� since
it requires only context information on word
forms� capitalization patterns� etc� In ad�
dition� NER performed at this early stage
improves tagging performance� since it re�
duces the morphological ambiguity of the se�
quence and provides simpler sequences �e�g�
the tagger would rarely �nd a sequence of
proper nouns� since NER would have recog�
nized them before as a single token��

�
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Pattern example
Det � tw � PP El presidente de USA
Det � tw � ADJ El presidente ruso
Det � tw El tenista
���� tw � PP� ��� � � � � campe�on de Europa� � � �

Table �� Sample patterns of syntactically simple weak NEs

The NEC task may be performed either
before the tagger or after it� If performed
after the tagger� it may take advantage of
the morphosyntactical information provided
by the tagger �lemmas and PartofSpeech
tags�� In our case� we have chosen to perform
it after the morphological analysis and before
the tagging because there was no signi�cant
improvement in NEC performance when us�
ing the information provided by the tagger�
This is because word context information re�
quired to classify a NE usually involve the
existence of prepositions� determiners� and
punctuation marks� all of them features that
can be easily captured by the word form in�
stead of by lemma or PoS�

Finally� the weak NE recognition and clas�
si�cation� since it is performed through a CFG
specifying syntactical patterns� must neces�
sarily be performed after tagging� in order to
have PoS tags available�

Summarizing� the architecture of our sys�
tem� integrated in the whole language pro�
cessor system is presented in Figure ��

Tagging
Strong NEs
Tagged textMICE

Weak NE

Tagged text
Strong NEs
Weak NEs

Analyzed text
Strong NEs(plain text)

Input

NEC

Morpholo−
gical analysis

NER

To parser...

Figure �� Architecture of the Language Process	
ing system� including weak and strong NE recog	
nition and classi
cation

� Recognition and Classi�cation

of Strong Named Entities


�	 Description of the NER and

NEC tasks

NER and NEC tasks will be performed se�

quentially but independently inside the mor�
phological analysis of the text� It is also pos�
sible to approach a joint resolution of both
tasks with the aim of allowing both processes
to collaborate� but up to now we have re�
stricted ourselves to analyse separately both
processes�

Formally� NER can be seen as the task
of segmenting a sequence of words in non
overlapping and nonrecursive chunks �i�e��
the NEs�� From this point of view� a NE
is characterized by its starting and ending
points� and� in terms of binary decisions� we
need only a classi�er to decide if a certain
word in the sentence opens a new NE and
another one to decide if a certain word closes
an already opened NE� From now on� we will
refer to this scheme as OpenClose� Alterna�
tively� NER can be seen as the task of tagging
a sequence of symbols codifying whether each
particular word is the beginning of a NE �B
tag�� if it is a component of a NE� but not the
�rst word �I tag�� or if it is outside a NE �O
tag�� Note that at least three tags are neces�
sary to unambiguously annotate an arbitrary
sentence� and� in particular� the existence of
consecutive NEs� This annotation scheme is
a variant of the one introduced by �Ramshaw
and Marcus� ����� which has been widely
used for syntactic chunking� From now on�
we will refer to this approach as IOB� It is
worth noting that� in this case� a single clas�
si�er is needed to perform the IOB task� Such
classi�er must decide which is the correct tag
�I� O� or B� for each word in the sentence�

See �gure � for an example of both types
of annotation� Note that while in the IOB
annotation each word has exactly one tag� in
the OpenClose annotation a single word can
be an open and close point simultaneously�

There are several ways of using the clas�
si�ers so far described to perform the NER
task� The most simple and e�cient consists
in exploring the sequence of words in a cer�
tain direction �e�g�� from left to right� and
applying the open and close classi�ers �or�
alternatively� the IOB classi�er� coherently�

�
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�Las cr��ticas del expresidente del � Gobierno �

� Felipe Gonz�alez � a la pol��tica antiterrorista

del � PP � � ����

�Las O cr��ticas O del O expresidente O del O

Gobierno B Felipe B Gonz�alez I a O la O

pol��tica O antiterrorista O del O PP B � O ����

Figure �� Annotation of the NEs of a training
sentence� according to the OpenClose and IOB
tagging schemes� respectively

This greedy approach is linear in the number
of words of the sentence�

Given that the classi�ers are able to pro�
vide predictions� which may be translated
into probabilities� another possibility is to
use dynamic programming �in the style of
the Viterbi algorithm� for assigning� the se�
quence of tags �and thus� the set of NEs� that
maximize the probability of the sequence of
observed words� However� it has to be noted
that the nature of the problem imposes some
coherence constraints inside the annotation
of the sequence �e�g�� a tag I is not admis�
sible after a tag O� the openclose paren�
theses cannot overlap nor de�ne embedded
structures� etc�� that have to be considered
inside the tagging algorithm� In this direc�
tion� the work on syntactic chunking �Pun�
yakanok and Roth� �			� describes two ap�
proaches �an extension of traditional HMM
models� and an extension of the constraint
satisfaction formalism� to make sequential in�
ference with the outputs of classi�ers under
certain structural constraints imposed by the
problem� Yet another approach consists of
learning more specialized classi�ers in order
to guide the heuristic search towards the best
annotation sequence �Carreras and M�arquez�
�		��� For instance� a classi�er that predicts
whether the sequence of words between a pair
of potential starting and ending points forms
a NE or not� can be used to score alternative
sequence taggings�

In all these approaches� the interactions
between the decisions taken by the classi�ers
along the word sequence is something that
has to be carefully considered� since even in
the simplest case� the tagging of a certain
word propagates relevant information to the
left context of the following word to be tagged
�e�g�� tagging a word as the beginning of a NE
increases the probability for the next word
being inside a NE��

In this work� for simplicity and e�ciency
reasons� the simplest approach discussed
above has been followed� The bene�ts and
drawbacks of the rest of tagging schemes will
be studied in future work�

Finally� it is worth noting that NEC is sim�
ply a classi�cation task� consisting of assign�
ing the NE type to each potential� and al�
ready recognized NE� In this case� all the de�
cisions are taken independently� and the clas�
si�cation of a certain NE cannot in"uence the
classi�cation of the following ones�


�� Learning the Decisions

The AdaBoost algorithm �Freund and
Schapire� ���
� has been used to learn all the
binary decisions involved in the annotation of
strong named entities�

AdaBoost is a general method for ob�
taining a highly accurate classi�cation rule
by combining many weak classi�ers� each of
which may be only moderately accurate� In
designing our system� a generalized version
of the AdaBoost algorithm has been used
�Schapire and Singer� ������ This algorithm�
which uses weak classi�ers with con�dence
rated predictions� is brie"y sketched in this
section� We assume that the reader is famil�
iar with the related concepts �see �Schapire
and Singer� ������ otherwise�

This particular boosting algorithm is able
to work e�ciently in very high dimen�
sional feature spaces� and has been ap�
plied� with signi�cant success� to a number
of practical problems� including text �lter�
ing and routing� #ranking! problems� sev�
eral Natural Language Processing tasks� im�
age retrieval� and medical diagnosis� See
�Schapire� �		�� for details� Among the
NLP and text related problems� the fol�
lowing deserve a special mention� Partof
speech tagging and PPattachment �Abney�
Schapire� and Singer� ������ text categoriza�
tion �Schapire and Singer� �			�� word sense
disambiguation �Escudero� M�arquez� and
Rigau�� �			�� statistical parsing �Haruno�
Shirai� and Ooyama� ������ and clause iden�
ti�cation �Carreras and M�arquez� �		���


���	 AdaBoost Algorithm

As previously said� the purpose of AdaBoost
is to �nd a highly accurate classi�cation rule
by combining many weak hypotheses �or weak
classi�ers�� The weak hypotheses are learned
sequentially� one at a time� and� conceptually�
at each iteration the weak hypothesis is bi�

�
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ased to classify the examples which were most
di�cult to classify by the preceding weak hy�
potheses� The �nal weak hypotheses are lin�
early combined into a single rule called the
combined hypothesis�

Let S � f�x�� y��� � � � � �xm� ym�g be the
set of m training examples� where each in�
stance xi belongs to an instance space X and
yi � f���$�g is the class or label associ�
ated to xi� The generalized AdaBoost algo�
rithm for binary classi�cation �Schapire and
Singer� ����� maintains a vector of weights as
a distribution Dt over examples� At round
t� the goal of the weak learner algorithm is
to �nd a weak hypothesis ht � X � R

with moderately low error with respect to the
weights Dt� In this setting� weak hypotheses
ht�x� make realvalued con�dencerated pre�
dictions� Initially� the distribution D� is uni�
form� but after each iteration� the boosting
algorithm increases �or decreases� the weights
Dt�i� for which ht�xi� makes a bad �or good�
prediction� with a variation proportional to
the con�dence jht�xi�j� The �nal hypothe�
sis� f � X � R� computes its predictions us�
ing a weighted vote of the weak hypotheses

f�x� �
PT

t�� �tht�x�� For each example x�
the sign of f�x� is interpreted as the predicted
class ��� or $��� and the magnitude jf�x�j
is interpreted as a measure of con�dence in
the prediction� Such a function can be used
either for classifying new unseen examples or
for ranking them according to the con�dence
degree�


���� Weak Rules

In this work we have used domain
partitioning �or decisiontreelike� weak hy�
potheses with realvalued predictions� In the
most simple case� such hypotheses are rules
that test the value of a boolean predicate
and make a prediction based on that value�
The predicates used refer to the attributes
that describe the training examples �e�g� #the
word street appears to the left of the named
entity to be classi�ed!�� Formally� based on
a given predicate p� weak hypotheses h are
considered that make predictions of the form�
h�x� � c� if p holds in x� and c� otherwise�
Where the c� and c� are real numbers� See
�Schapire and Singer� ����� for the details
about how to calculate the ci values given a
certain predicate p in the AdaBoost frame�
work�

This type of weak hypotheses can be seen

as extremely simple decision trees with one
internal node and two leafs� which are some�
times called decision stumps� Furthermore�
the criterion for �nding the best weak hy�
pothesis �with a single feature� can be seen as
a natural splitting criterion and used to per�
form decisiontree induction� In this work�
we have extended weak hypotheses to arbi�
trarily deep decision trees following the idea
suggested in �Schapire and Singer� ������
and considering an additional parameter in
the learning algorithm that accounts for the
depth of the decision trees induced at each
iteration�

For instance� �gure � contains two real ex�
amples of weak classi�ers learned for the NER
task described in section ���� In this partic�
ular case� the weak hypotheses are depth�
decision trees learned by the open �left� and
close �right� classi�ers� Each internal node
contains a test on a binary feature� The
descendant node for the positive answer is
drawn to the right� while the descendant for
the negative answer is drawn below �and also
to the right�� The leafs contain the real
valued predictions for opening �or closing�
a NE in the particular example tested� For
instance� the second branch of the left tree
states that if that the focus word is capital�
ized� its previous word is outside a NE and it
is not the case that the word two positions
to the left is not available �out of the sen�
tence�� and thus the current word is at least
the third word in the sentence� then the pre�
diction gives positive evidence ���	��� to the
decision of opening a NE in this point� Simi�
larly� the �fth branch of the right tree states
that if the �rst word to the right of the focus
word is not capitalized but it is a functional
word� and the second word to the right is cap�
italized� then the NE should not be �nished in
the current position �prediction �	��
��� Note
that if� instead� the second word to the right
is not capitalized then the prediction is the
reverse �sixth branch� positive prediction for
closing 	������

These more complex weak hypotheses al�
low the algorithm to work in a higher dimen�
sional feature space that contains conjunc�
tions of simple features� and this fact has
turned out to be crucial for improving results
in the present domain�
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Figure �� Example of weak rules �depth� decision trees� for the open and close decisions �left
and right� respectively�


�
 Information Sources and

Features

The AdaBoost algorithm described above are
applied both to NER and NEC tasks� As de�
scribed in section ���� both tasks use basically
context information which can be found in
untagged text�

Nevertheless� it seems logical that further
generalization may be achieved if the learn�
ers can use external knowledge sources such
as lists of person or location names� or lists
of speci�c trigger words� For instance� if the
corpus contains the sequences #el ministro de
Economia! and #el secretario de Interior!� it
may lack evidence to be able to infer a rule
stating that something after the word #min�
istro! is a Named Entity� but if the system
is provided with a list of words referring to
politician positions� the corpus may be re�
garded as #el �politician� de Economia!
and #el �politician� de Interior!� which
is more likely to enable the inference of a
rule stating that after a �politician� trig�
ger word� is probable the occurrence of a
Named Entity�

Thus� the features used to take the deci�
sion in NER and NEC tasks may be divided
into two broad classes�

� Context features� referring to ortho�
graphic properties of the words in con�
text� word forms� word patterns� context
patterns� etc�

� External knowledge features� relying on
lists of person and location names� and
lists of classi�ed trigger words�

The trigger word list used in this work
consists of ��		
 geographical origin adjec�

tives �catal�an� inglesas� �arabe� � � � �� ��� loca�
tion words �r�	o� selva� villa� � � � �� ��� organi�
zation words �comit�e� f�abrica� sucursal� � � � ��
����� person words �actor� escritora� sober�
ano� � � � � and �
� words denoting other NE
classes �estatua� gaceta� hurac�an� � � � �� Since
some forms are ambiguous� �e�g� productora
may denote a person or an organization� the
total number of di�erent forms is 
���
�

The gazetteer contains �	���	 names�
��
�	 of which are multiwords �e�g al�
cal�a de henares�� ����� are marked as geo�
graphical names� ��	�	 as person �rst names�
and ��
�	 as person family names� Up to ���
entries are ambiguous� most of them between
geographical and surname categories��

Due to the nature of the AdaBoost� all
features are binarized� that is� there is a fea�
ture for each possible word form appearing at
each position in the context window� The fea�
ture is active or inactive in a given example
depending on whether the context contains
that word in that position� Although this cre�
ates large feature spaces� the AdaBoost algo�
rithm is able to deal with such dimensionality
appropriately �i�e�� e�ciently and preventing
over�tting to the training examples��

The features used by each of both tasks
are more detailed below�


�
�	 NER Features

Extremely simple features have been used for
training the classi�ers involved in the NER
task� all of them referring to the context��

�This is quite logical� since many Spanish sur�
names are location names�

�Contrary to the NEC task� it has been empiri�
cally observed that the addition of knowledge from
gazetteers and trigger words provides only very weak
evidence in deciding the correct segmentation of a NE�

�
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However� slightly di�erent features and ex�
ample de�nitions have been followed depend�
ing on the annotating scheme� IOB or Open�
Close�

Since the basic AdaBoost algorithm is de�
signed for binary classi�cation problems� we
have binarized the �class IOB problem by
creating one binary problem for each tag�
Therefore� each word in the training set� la�
belled with the X tag �X in fI�O�Bg�� de�nes
an example� which is taken as positive for the
Xclassi�er� and negative for the rest� The
following features are taken into account for
representing these examples�

� The form and the position of all the
words in a window covering three words
to the left and three words to the right�
and including the focus word �e�g�� the
word estadio appears one position to the
left of the focus word��

� An orthographic feature and the posi�
tion of all the words in the same %�
��$�& window� These orthographic fea�
tures are binary and not mutually ex�
clusive� and take into account whether
the �i th word� �is capitalized�� �con�
tains only uppercase letters�� �contains
numbers�� �contains only numbers�� �is
an alphanumeric expression�� �is a ro�
man number�� �contains dots�� �con�
tains dashes�� �is an acronym�� �is an
initial�� �is a punctuation mark�� �is a
single character�� �is a functional word�
�some �xed prepositions and determin�
ers�� and �is a web or an email address��

� The I� O� B tags of the three preceding
words�

For the OpenClose scheme� two classi�ers
must be learned�

The open classi�er is trained with the
words at the beginning of the NEs as posi�
tive examples� and the words that are outside
the NEs as negative examples� Note that the
words inside a NE are not codi�ed as exam�
ples� The feature codi�cation of these exam�
ples is the same as for the IOB case�

The close classi�er is trained only with the
examples coming from words that are compo�
nents of a NE� taking the last word of each NE

Since the results of the whole NER task were not im�
proved at all� we have not included these experiments
in the paper�

as a positive example� and the rest as nega�
tive examples� In this case� the decision of
whether a certain word should close a NE
strongly depends on the sequence of words
between the word in which the NE starts and
the current word �i�e�� the structure of the
partial NE�� For the words in a %���$�& win�
dow outside this sequence� exactly the same
features as in the IOB case have been con�
sidered� The speci�c features for the inner
sequence are the following�

� Word form and orthographic features of
the current word and of the word start�
ing the NE�

� Word form and orthographic features
of the words inside the sequence taking
its position with respect to the current
word�

� Length in words of the sequence�

� Pattern of the partial entity� with regard
to capitalized �M� or non�capitalized �m�
words� functional words �F�� punctuation
marks �P�� numbers ���� quotations �C��
and others �a�� Sample patterns can be
found in table ��

Pattern example
M M San Sebasti�an

C M M m F � Congreso Europeo sobre la
M F M M F Bas�	lica de Santa Mar�	a de
M � Eurocopa ����

Table �� Sample patterns for training the
close classi�er


�
�� NEC Features

The NEC classi�er uses a set of attributes
that can be grouped in the following classes�

� Context word features� Form and posi�
tion of each word in a window of three
words left and right of the entity being
classi�ed �e�g� the word presidente ap�
pears two positions to the left of the NE��

� Bag�of�words features� form of each
word in a window of �ve words left and
right of the entity being classi�ed� �e�g�
the word banco appears in the context��

� NE features� Length �in words� of the
entity being classi�ed� pattern of the en�
tity� with regard to acronyms �A�� num�
bers �D�� capitalized words �M�� preposi�

�
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tions �p�� determiners �d�� and punctu�
ation marks� Some sample patterns can
be found in Table ��

Pattern example
M M Jos�e P�erez
M p M Banco de Inglaterra
A IBM
M d M � A Mudanzas el Rapido� S�A�
M DDDD Eurocopa ���

Table �� Sample Named Entity patterns�

� Trigger word features� Class and po�
sition of trigger words in a window of
three words left and right of the entity
being classi�ed� The pattern� with re�
gard to punctuation marks� prepositions
�p�� determiners �d�� trigger words de�
noting person� location� organization� or
other entities �PERS� LOC� ORG� OTH��
and trigger words denoting geographical
origin �GENT�� of the immediate left con�
text of the entity being classi�ed� Sam�
ple context patterns are presented in Ta�
ble ��

Pattern example
PERS p presidente de

ministro de
d ORG la empresa

la promotora
ORG GENT empresa catalana

promotora alemana
LOC p ciudad de

cordillera de

Table �� Sample trigger word patterns for NE
left context�

� Gazetteer features� Class �geographical�
�rst name� or surname� and position of
gazetteer words in a window of three
words left and right of the entity being
classi�ed� �e�g� a location name appears
three positions to the right of the NE��
Class in gazetteer of the NE being clas�
si�ed and class in the gazetteer of the NE
components�

� Parsing of Weak Named

Entities

��	 Linguistic Motivation

As we have seen in section ���� NEs present
syntactic and semantic features that can be
detected by a computational grammar� We

have developed a grammar for the recognition
and classi�cation of weak NEs that takes into
account all these features� The main purpose
that we had when we developed this grammar
was to improve the quality of the semantic
and morphological tagging of NEs� detecting
not only the strong NEs �recognized in a pre�
vious stage� but the whole of the entity in�
volved �el presidente de EEUU��

��� A Grammar for Recognizing

Complex Named Entities

The task of recognizing and classifying Com�
plex NEs is solved with the creation of a con�
text free grammar� which has been enriched
with the semantic information of the trigger
words� The grammar builds up chunks� cor�
responding to weak NEs� and assigns them
a tag containing semantic information com�
ing from the trigger word and morphological
information coming from the determiner�

The grammar basically consists of the
combination of the morphological tags� liter�
als �trigger words� and strong proper nouns�
We distinguish two kinds of rules� lexical and
syntactic rules�

Lexical rules allow us to assign semantic
tags to the trigger words�

tw�politician ��	 ncms


�alcalde��
tw�politician ��	 ncfs


�alcaldesa��
tw�politician ��	 ncfs


�diputada��
tw�politician ��	 ncfp


�diputadas��
tw�politician ��	 ncms


�diputado��
tw�politician ��	 ncmp


�diputados��

Syntactic rules are the basic morphosyn�
tactic patterns that allow us to recognize
weak NEs� For instance� the following rule�
states that a weak entity referring to a politi�
cian person �npmss�	� can be composed by
a determiner followed by a politician trigger
word� a preposition� and a strong named en�
tity denoting a location�

npmss�
 ��	 det� tw�politician�
prep� pn�loc�

For instance� the expression El alcalde de
Barcelona would be analyzed by the morpho�
logical analyzer as�

Eldet alcaldenoun deprep BarcelonaLOC

After applying the lexical rules of the
grammar it would be rewritten as�

��
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%Eldet alcaldetw�POLITICIAN deprep

Barcelonapn�LOC&npmss��

Finally� after applying the syntactic rules
the whole NE is recognized and classi�ed
with the tag npmss�	�� %El alcalde de
Barcelona&npmss��

� Evaluation

��	 Spanish Corpus

The corpus used for the evaluation of the
whole Named Entity processing system is a
collection of over ��			 news agency articles
totalling �	��
�� words� which contain over
���			 hand tagged strong Named Entities
�Ar�evalo and Buf��� �		���

A corpus subset containing ���			 words
����		 strong Named Entities� is reserved for
evaluation tests and the remaining is used as
training material�

For the NER task a subset of the train�
ing set of slightly less than �		�			 words
has been used for training� It has been em�
pirically observed that using a bigger corpus
does not result in a better performance for
the task� while the number of examples and
features greatly increase� The precise num�
ber of examples and features derived from
the training corpus for each binary decision
of the NER task is described in table �� It
has to be noted that the features occurring
less than � times in the training corpus have
been �ltered out�

For the NEC task� the whole training set�
consists of some ���			 NE occurrences� has
been used� According to the features de�ned
in section ���� these examples produce near
���			 features� Again� only the features oc�
curring three or more times in the training
corpus are considered� reducing the feature
space to a �gure between ���			 and ���			
depending on the feature set used in the ex�
periment�

��� Experimental Methodology

We trained the system using di�erent feature
sets and number of learning rounds� learn�
ing models of di�erent complexities� ranging

�These tags provide morphological and seman�
tic information about the expression� In particular�
npmss�� means that this expression is a proper noun
�npmss	�� of masculine gender �npmss	�� and sin�
gle number �npmss	�� and that its semantic type is
politician person �npmss����

from stumps �simple decision rules� i�e� de�
cision trees of depth �� to decision trees of
depth ��

Each variant was evaluated on the hand
tagged ���			�word test corpus both for NER
and NEC classi�ers� The evaluation measures
for NER are� number of NE beginnings cor�
rectly identi�ed �B�� number of NE endings
correctly identi�ed �E�� and number of com�
plete NEs correctly identi�ed� In the last
case� recall �R� number of entities correctly
identi�ed over the number of expected en�
tities�� precision �P � number of entities cor�
rectly identi�ed over the number of identi�ed
entities�� and F �measure �F� � � �P �R��P $
R�� are computed�

The evaluation measures for NEC task in�
clude the evaluation of the binary classi�ers
for each category� which is measured in terms
of accuracy �percentage of entities correctly
accepted refused�� as well as the evaluation
of the combined classi�er� which proposes the
�nal decision based on the predictions of all
binary classi�ers� The combination perfor�
mance is measured in terms of recall �R� num�
ber of correctly classi�ed entities over total
number of entities to classify�� precision �P �
number of correctly classi�ed entities over
number of proposed classes�� and F �measure
�F� � � �P �R��P $R��� The accuracy �Acc�
of the system when forced to choose exactly
one class per entity is also evaluated�

Finally� the complete system is evaluated
by testing the performance of the NEC classi�
�er on the output of the NER task� and check�
ing how the errors introduced by the latter
a�ect the performance of the former�

It is important to notice that all the evalu�
ations are made under a worst�case approach�
that is� the NER is not considered to produce
a correct output unless the entity boundaries
are recognized exactly as they are annotated
in the corpus� Similarly� the NEC task is
considered to incorrectly classify an entity
whose boundaries have been misdetected by
the NER �

��
 Strong Named Entities

In this section we present the results obtained
in the experiments and draw some conclu�
sions

��
�	 NER Results

Figure � contains the performance plots �F�
measure� with respect to the number of
rounds of the AdaBoost algorithm �i�e�� the

��
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Problem 'Examples 'Features 'Pos�examples

open ������ ������ ����� ����
��

close ���	� �	�
�� ����	 ����
���

I �
���� �	���� ��
	� �������

O �
���� �	���� ������ ����
���

B �
���� �	���� ����� �������

Table �� Sizes and proportions of positive examples in the NER binary decisions

number of weak hypotheses combined� in all
the binary decisions of the NER task� As can
be observed in this �gure� decision trees per�
form signi�cantly better than stumps on tak�
ing NER binary decisions� However� increas�
ing the depth of the trees provides smaller
gain� Also� it can be noticed that all NER
binary classi�ers are quite accurate� with F�
measure over ��� �see Figure ��� The learn�
ing curves present a satisfactory behaviour�
with no signi�cant over�tting with larger
number of rounds� and achieving maximum
performance after a quite reduced number of
rounds�

Table � contains the results of the Open�
Close and IOB approaches on the whole NER
task� using depth� weak rules� It can be
observed that both variants perform signi��
cantly better than the baseline Maco� NE
module �Carmona et al�� ������ TheMaco�

NE module is a heuristic rule based NE recog�
nizer� The rules� which have been manually
developed� basically mark as a NE any �intra�
sentence� sequence of capitalized words �pos�
sibly� connected by some functional words
�such as el� la� de� del� � � � �� Words at the be�
ginning of a sentence �and thus capitalized�
are considered possible NEs either if they are
not found in a form morphological dictionary�
or if they are found with noun or adjective
part�of�speech� The rules of the Maco�

module cover a signi�cant part of the NE
cases of the test corpus with a quite high ac�
curacy� However� they are very general rules
and the nature of the recognizer makes dif�
�cult to manually include exceptional cases
and more particular rules�

The performance of the OpenClose scheme
is slightly worse than the IOB� This can be ex�
plained by the fact that when the close clas�
si�er makes a mistake by deciding not to end
a NE when it should� then the prediction of
the same classi�er in the following words can
be very bad� since� in general� they will be
words outside a NE that the close classi�er

has not seen in the training set� This is con�
�rmed by an additional experiment consist�
ing of combining the OpenClose scheme with
the I binary classi�er of the IOB scheme� This
new tagging scheme� labelled OpenClose�I in
table �� consists of applying the OpenClose
scheme but after each time the close classi�er
makes a negative prediction� the I classi�er is
asked to con�rm if the following word is still
inside the NE� If the I classi�er gives a positive
answer then the process continues normally�
otherwise it is assumed that the close classi�
�er was wrong� The positive answers of the
close classi�er are never questioned� since it is
very accurate in its predictions� As it can be
seen in the table� this third scheme achieves
the best results on the task�

Finally� table 
 presents the NER results
depending on the length of the NE to rec�
ognize� as well as depending on whether the
entity begins with uppercase or lowercase let�
ter� As it could be expected� the performance
degrades with the length of the sequence to
be detected �specially with respect to the re�
call level�� However� a reasonable high accu�
racy can be expected for NEs of length up to
six words� The set of NEs that begin with
a lowercase word represents a very challeng�
ing problem for the NER module� specially
due to the very shallow semantic treatment of
the training examples �captured only through
the word forms� without any kind of gener�
alization�� We �nd very remarkable the ac�
curacy achieved by the system on this subset
of words �����	��� The recall level is signif�
icantly lower ��������� basically because in
many occasions the open classi�er does not
have enough evidence to start a NE in a low�
ercase word� Probably� a better precision
recall balance can be obtained by threshold�
ing the open classi�er in a less conservative
value�

��
�� NEC Results

The binarization of the NEC problem used in
this work is the simplest possible� and con�

��
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Figure �� F� measure with respect to the number of rounds of all binary decisions involved in
the NER task�

Method B E P R F�
Maco� �	���� �
���� ������ �
���� ���
��
OpenClose ������ ������ ������ ������ ����
�
IOB ����	� ������ ����� ������ ������
OpenClose�I ��
	� ��	�� ����	� ��	�� ��
��

Table �� Results of all methods in the NER task

sists of a binary classi�er for each class �one�
per�class scheme�� The binary classi�ers ac�
cept reject �with a con�dence degree� the NE
as belonging to each class� Then� the con��
dence degrees are combined in a �nal deci�
sion� The NEC binary decisions present all
an accuracy between ��� and �
� �see Fig�
ure ��� As in the NER task� decision trees
give signi�cantly better results than stumps�

With respect to the complete NEC sys�
tem� the combination of binary decisions is
performed selecting the classes to which bi�
nary predictors assigned a positive con�dence
degree� The system can be forced to give
exactly one prediction per NE by selecting
the class with higher con�dence degree� The
results of all NEC systems are presented in
Table �� As a baseline we include the re�
sults that a dumb most�frequent�class classi�
�er would achieve�

The same table presents the results when
the models include features obtained from ex�

ternal knowledge sources� such as lists of trig�
ger words and gazetteers� In all cases� the use
of this extra information improves the per�
formance of the system� both in the binary
decisions and in the �nal combination� It is
remarkable that the best result is achieved
when both external resources are used� point�
ing out that each of them provides informa�
tion not included in the other�

The basic row refers to the model us�
ing context word� bag�of�words and NE fea�
tures as described in section ���� Results ob�
tained when adding trigger word features and
gazetteer features are found in rows coded tw
and gaz� respectively� Note that although the
individual performance of the binary classi�
�ers was over ���� the combined classi�er
achieves an accuracy of about ����

Finally� Table � presents the result of the
whole system� acting as a NERNEC pipeline
in which entities recognized by the �rst com�
ponent are classi�ed by the second� Per�

��
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Subset 'NE B E P R F�
length�� ���	
 �
�	�� ����	� ������ ������ ������
length�� ��		� ����	� ���
�� ���	�� ���
�� ����
�
length�� ��� ���
�� ������ ������ ������ �	����
length�	 ��
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length�
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���� 
���	� 
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�����
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��
�� ������ 
��
�� �	����
length�� �� ���	�� ������ �	�		� ������ �
����
length� �� 

��
� ������ ������ ������ 
�����
length�� �� �	���� 
��
�� �	�		� 
��
�� 
�����
length��� � ����
� ������ �	�		� ������ �	�		�
uppercase ����
 ������ ������ ������ ������ ���	��
lowercase ��� �
���� ������ ����	� ������ 
�����
TOTAL ����	 ������ ������ ����	� ������ ����
�

Table 
� Results of OpenClose�I on di�erent subsets of the NER task
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Figure �� F� measure with respect to the number of rounds of all binary decisions involved in
the NEC task�

formance is rather lower� due to the error
propagation and to the worst�case evaluation�
which counts as misclassi�cations the entities
incorrectly recognized�

��
�
 Some Comments on the Corpus
Annotation

The presented results are not easy to com�
pare with other systems� since the train and
test corpus used may greatly a�ect the �nal
results� specially in two aspects� the crite�

ria used to annotate them and the amount of
noise they contain� As a sample we present
some particular cases found in the corpus we
used�

In Tables �	 and ��� sample NE occur�
ring in the corpus are presented� The NE are
typed in boldface� with a superindex indicat�
ing their class� The di�erent components of
a same NE are connected with underscores�

Table �	 illustrates some cases of what
could be called non�standard named en�
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Features P R F� Acc

Most frequent ���
�� ���
�� ���
�� ���
��
basic �	���� ������ �
���� �
����
basic$tw �	���� ���

� �
���� ����
�
basic$gaz �	���� ���
	� �
�
�� ����	�
basic$tw$gaz ���	� ������ ������ ����
�

Table �� Results of all feature sets in the NEC task

Features P R F� Acc

Most frequent �
��
� �
��
� �
��
� �
��
�
basic ������ 
����� ������ ������
basic$tw ���	�� 
���	� ���	�� ������
basic$gaz ���	�� 
���
� ������ ������
basic$tw$gaz ���
�� ����� ������ ���
	�

Table �� Results of all feature sets in the NEC task when run after the NER classi�er

tities� The top rows show entities be�
ginning with or including non�capitalized
words� The lower rows present some cases
in which several entities are involved caus�
ing the boundaries to be di�cult to estab�
lish� even for humans� such as cases where
a location entity appears after another en�
tity �la Calle Balmes de Barcelona�� or
when the location name is a part of the en�
tity �Ayuntamiento de Madrid�� or cases
of several consecutive entities with no punc�
tuation marks in between�

Table �� illustrates some noise found in
the corpus due to annotation errors� which
not only di�cult the model learning phase�
but also a�ect the evaluation� Noise appears
in the form of ill�bounded entities� also as
well�bounded ill�classi�ed entities� and �nally
as entities which actually fall into the de�ni�
tion of weak entity but that have been anno�
tated as strong�

��� Weak Named Entities

The weak NE processing has been evaluated
qualitatively due to its early development
stage� For doing that� the same test corpus
used for the strong NE evaluation has been
used as a reference�

The corpus used for the evaluation of the
MICEmodule is a subset of ��	 examples ran�
domly chosen from the test corpus� The sub�
set consists of �� expressions referring to per�
sons� �� to organizations� �
 to geographical
places and � ambiguous entities� and contains
a good variety of the di�erent syntactic struc�
tures for named entities found in the test cor�
pus�

When evaluating the results of analyzing
this subcorpus we have observed the follow�
ing cases�

� Errors due to previous processes� which
can be caused by PoS tagging �� oc�
currences� or by the strong NE recogni�
tion and classi�cation modules �
 occur�
rences��

� Errors made by MICE module� due to
non�covered syntactic patterns �� occur�
rences� or caused by the occurrence of
trigger words not included in the used
lists �� occurrences��

� Expressions correctly detected and clas�
si�ed ��	� occurrences�� We have con�
sidered as correctly classi�ed those ex�
pressions that contained trigger words
that were semantically ambiguous� For
instance� #colegio! in Spanish is an am�
biguous trigger word that can refer to
a geographical or to an organization en�
tity� Since a context free grammar does
not permit disambiguation in this case�
because world knowledge is required� we
decided to tag all these types of entities
with a top tag that indicates that the
expression detected is an entity� without
specifying its type�

From this evaluation we can conclude that
when working over restricted data �all the
examples of the subcorpus were weak NEs
manually tagged� the performance of MICE is
quite good� To evaluate it over unrestricted
text� a hand tagged corpus must be anno�
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Non�capitalized words
camping Bellavistaorg

pinturas API � S�A�org

glorieta de Tanosloc

rotonda de Campuzanoloc

Derecho civiloth

Many entities involved

colegio de la Asunci�onorg de Valladolidloc

Tribunal Superior de Justicia de Galiciaorg

Delegaci�on Provincial de Educaci�on de Guadalajaraorg

el defensa del C�ordoba CForg Juan Gonz�alez Maestreper � Juanito �per

Table �	� Examples of non�standard entities in the corpus

Boundary Classi�cation errors
Comandancia de La Riojaorg

should be� Comandanciaorg de La Riojaloc

Puesto de Murilloloc de R��o Lezaloc

should be� Puestoloc de Murillo de R��o Lezaloc

red europea de parques naturales � Natura ���� �oth

should be� red europea de parques naturales � Natura ����org �

Ley del Procuradoroth del Com�unorg de Castilla Le�onloc

should be� Ley del Procurador del Com�unoth de Castilla Le�onorg

delegado para Galicialoc del Poder Generaloth del Poder Judicialoth

should be� delegado para Galicialoc del Poder General del Poder Judicialorg

ministro de Trabajooth y Asuntos Socialesoth

should be� ministro de Trabajo y Asuntos Socialesorg

conselleiro de Justicia � Interior y Relaciones Laboralesoth

should be� conselleiro de Justicia � Interior y Relaciones Laboralesorg

Actually weak NE

estaci�on del metro de Joan XXIIIloc

Ministerio de Defensa canadienseorg

Table ��� Examples of noisy entities in the corpus

tated� according to the linguistic criteria de�
�ned in section ������

� Conclusions and Further Work

We have presented a Named Entity recogni�
tion and classi�cation system based on the
distinction between strong and weak entities�
The processing of the former is approached
via Machine Learning techniques� while the
latter is covered by hand coded linguistic
knowledge in the form of a CFG�

Also� a linguistically motivated typology
for Named Entities has been de�ned� We dis�
tinguished two main types of NEs� Strong en�
tities are basically those considered in MUC
and weak entities have a more complex syn�
tactic structure and contain a non�integrated
trigger word�

From an internal point of view� weak
NEs have been semantically and syntacti�
cally classi�ed� Semantically we have distin�
guished core� related and general NEs� The
�rst class contains prototypical trigger words�
while the second contains trigger words re�
lated through di�erent EuroWordNet rela�
tionships� and the latter has as nucleus any
noun not marked as trigger word� This classi�
�cation allows us to consider di�erent degrees
of named�entitiness� being those in the core
class the most paradigmatic ones� This infor�
mation could be used for assigning relevance
degrees to the entities found in a text� From
a syntactic point of view� we distinguished
between single and complex weak NEs� Cur�
rently� MICE detects core and syntactically
simple weak NEs�

��
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The performance of the learning algo�
rithms is quite good� providing state of the
art NE recognizers and classi�ers� though the
comparison with other systems results is di��
cult since the used evaluation corpora as well
as the criteria used to annotate them are not
homogeneous�

As further lines of work to improve the
performance and quality of the system� we
can sketch the following�

� NER� The recognizer use a greedy al�
gorithm in which each word is tagged
as beginning �B�� internal �I� or out
�O� a named entity� A wrong deci�
sion may a�ect the following words and
cause a whole entity to fail to be recog�
nized� Non�greedy approaches may pal�
liate these e�ects trying to maximize the
consistency of the whole tag sequence via
a Dynamic Programming� Viterbi algo�
rithm� etc�

� NEC� The combination of the four bi�
nary classi�ers obtains lower perfor�
mance than any of them� Further com�
bination schemes must be explored� as
well as the use of multi�label AdaBoost
algorithms instead of binary classi�ers�

� Trigger words are linked to its Eu�
roWordNet sense� so they can be ex�
panded with its synonyms� hyponyms or
hyperonyms� increasing their coverage as
well as providing a valuable information
for correference resolution tasks�

� Syntactically complex weak NEs� We
plan to develop a corpus where the syn�
tactically complex weak NEs will be an�
notated� This corpus will be used as an
information source to build a grammar
which will treat this kind of entities� as
well as to evaluate system performance�

� Adaptation of MICE to other languages
such as Catalan or English�
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